A Linguistic Approach to Ilities
• Linguistics is the scientific study of human natural language, including semantics
• Semantics is the study of "meaning" and is a promising area for clarifying the "ilities"
• Meaning arises from interplay of "use" (i.e. speech) and "prescription" (i.e. dictionaries)
• Technical and political leaders are using "ilities" so we need to understand them well enough to ensure systems predictably display these properties
Semantic field "a group of words with related meanings, for example kinship terms or color terms" Quotes from AIAA Daily Launch, 20 Jul 2011 -13 Feb 2012 Semantic Challenges for Ilities
• Fundamental "ambiguity" in terms -Many of these terms are use colloquially and therefore inherit meaning -Polysemy -"The property of [a term] having multiple meanings that are semantically related"
o Flexibility (able to be changed) and flexibility (able to satisfy multiple needs)
-Synonymy -"The property of multiple terms having similar meaning"
o Flexibility (able to be changed) and changeability (able to be changed or change itself)
• Problem partly stems from considering one ility at a time e.g. flexibility: Potential Set Sources SERC ITAP 2013 These are just a handful of sources; What is the basis for their inclusion in each proposed set? How are these ilities related to one another? How can ilities be traded off?
Descriptive and Prescriptive Approaches
Frequency of ilities mentioned in journal articles and Google hits (de Weck, Roos, Magee 2011, p. 67) Frequency of ilities mentioned in literature across time ( 
10D Basis

14D Basis
• Extracted concepts from wide review of literature and theoretical frameworks • Avoiding imposed definitions; focused on potential degrees of freedom implied within an array of "change-type" ility definitions • Results in a "mix and match" set of bases from which to propose "definitions" that can be labelled with ility terms
Prescriptive Semantic Basis for Change-related Ilities
In response to "cause" in "context", desire "agent" to make some "change" in "system" that is "valuable" Using the Basis to Map Ility Term Labels
An Early Application
Interviews should be used to associate ility term labels with particular choices in the bases
Once the ility term mapping "dictionary" is populated, whenever choices are made in the bases, associated ility terms can be assigned
Latest Version of the Basis (20D)
CSER 2015 March 18-19, 2015 13
Verbose Full Change Statement
In response to "perturbation" in "context" during "phase" desire "agent" to make some "nature" impetus to the system "parameter" from "origin(s)" to "destination(s)" in the "aspect" using "mechanism" in order to have an "effect" to the outcome "parameter" from "origin(s)" to "destination(s)" in the "aspect" of the "abstraction" that are valuable with respect to thresholds in "reaction", "span", "cost" and "benefits"
Full basis:
• When trying to write a very specific requirement statement (should not occur until AFTER analysis to determine what should be done)
Subset of basis:
• Early in the design phase, leave out the "valuable" categories (these are subjective, depend on outside factors) • If one is trying to avoid fixating on a solution-centric approach, leave out change mechanism (allow engineers to propose own alternatives)
Full basis: 20 columns
The semantic basis would be used differently in different use cases
Variations on the Statement (11)
In response to "perturbation" in "context" during "phase" desire "agent" using "mechanism" to have an "effect" to the outcome "parameter" from "origin(s)" to "destination(s)" in the "aspect" of the "abstraction"
When to use: if there is a constraint to make use of an existing/inherited mechanism, for example.
Note: This version is OUTCOME oriented, leaving open the "valuable" specification, but leaves in the "mechanism" category to constrain how the change should occur.
(11 columns)
Variations on the Statement (10)
In response to "perturbation" in "context" during "phase" desire "agent" to have an "effect" to the outcome "parameter" from "origin(s)" to "destination(s)" in the "aspect" of the "abstraction" that are valuable
When to use: early in design in order to not over specify the change mechanism (allow engineers to propose/evaluate alternatives), or impetus (i.e. this is OUTCOME oriented).
Note: Leaving out "valuable" part of statement supports exploration. Later, when implications of ility statement are better understood, one can specify (differently across stakeholders, if desired) subjective thresholds on what makes the change "valuable."
(10 columns)
Short Example (10 columns) In response to "perturbation" in "context" during "phase" desire "agent" to make some "nature" impetus to the system "parameter" from "origin(s)" to "destination(s)" in the "aspect" using "mechanism" in order to have an "effect" to the outcome "parameter" from "origin(s)" to "destination(s)" in the "aspect" of the "abstraction" that are valuable with respect to thresholds in "reaction", "span", "cost" and "benefits"
In response to "perturbation" in "context" during "phase" desire "agent" to be able to "effect" the outcome "parameter" of the "abstraction" that is valuable
Scalable Flexible
In response to "loud noises" in "night", during "ops" desire "owner" to be able to "increase" the "level of volume" of the "his stereo" in "less than one second".
Desire stereo to be flexibly scalable in volume in less than one second Longer Example (10 columns) In response to "loud noises" in "night", during "ops" desire "owner" to be able to "increase" the "level of volume" of the "his stereo" in "less than one second"
In response to "loud noises" at "night" during "ops", desire "owner" to be able to impetus {"increase" the "knob angle level" from "one state" to "many states" in the "system form"} through "turning the knob" that results in the outcome {"increasing" the "volume level" from "one state" to "many states" in the "system function"} in the "owner's stereo" that "takes less than one second"
Collecting System Change Examples for Illustrating Basis Use
For existing changeable systems, this is a descriptive capture of a change statement, potentially implemented at various levels of specificity
In response to "improved IEDs and ambush tactics" in "urban warfare", during "pre-ops" desire "AM General" to make an "increase" to the "armor" from "baseline" to "above baseline" in the "form" of the "HMMWV design" that is valuable
Observations and Challenges
• Full verbose statement is unwieldy when viewed in "English"
• Construction of "plain English" phrasing is partly customized based on particular statement
• A "translator" would be valuable in converting the basis category choices into English
• We see this translation layer and underlying "little language" as key contributions of this work
• Next phase research will develop the translation layer and seek collaboration with team for feedback and testing
Interaction with UVa
• Spiraling on web service implementation of basis
• Resulted in clarifications on categories -Including "naming" and optional fields
• Illustrated need for examples
• Motivated need for translation layer
Growing complexity of "full basis" highlights need for (1) different use cases (subsets of basis), and (2) translation layer for practitioner use
Revisiting "Ilities Tradespace"
• Semantic basis with ility term labels mapped would be able to show relationship between ilities within the spanned semantic field • Refinement of ility labels -Are there consensus patterns in matching SEAri ilities to basis? -Are there consensus patterns for given ility terms without provided definitions? -How do other definitions for ility labels map to basis?
• Prescriptive use -Can someone use the basis to generate change statements, which will automatically label with the appropriate ilities? -How useful is the change statement for supporting verifiable requirements?
Ultimate Goal: develop the basis/bases to be a prescriptive instrument(s) for spanning the semantic fields whose union encompass all "ilities"
Ultimately we do not want more definitions, but rather, unambiguous, verifiable, standardized representations of desired system properties
The intent of this work is to inspire alternative approaches to dealing with, and to promote conversations about, the semantic problem for system ilities This work is supported, in whole or in part, by the U.S. 
Thank you for your attention!
Questions?
